The conjunction of insights from structural biology, solution biochemistry, genetics and single molecule biophysics has provided a renewed impetus for the construction of quantitative models of biological processes. One area that has been a beneficiary of these experimental techniques is the study of viruses. In this paper we describe how the insights obtained from such experiments can be utilized to construct physical models of processes in the viral life cycle. We focus on dsDNA bacteriophages and show that the bending elasticity of DNA and its electrostatics in solution can be combined to determine the forces experienced during packaging and ejection of the viral genome. Furthermore, we quantitatively analyze the effect of fluid viscosity and capsid expansion on the forces experienced during packaging. Finally, we present a model for DNA ejection from bacteriophages based on the hypothesis that the energy stored in the tightly packed genome within the capsid leads to its forceful ejection. The predictions of our model can be tested through experiments in vitro where DNA ejection is inhibited by the application of external osmotic pressure.
Introduction
Bacteriophage have served as a historical centerpiece in the development of molecular biology. For example, the classic Hershey-Chase experiment (Hershey and Chase, Fig. 1 . Life-cycle of a bacterial virus. The ejection of the genome into the host cell happens within a minute for phage like λ and T4 (Novick and Baldeschwieler, 1988; Letellier et al., 2004) . The eclipse period (time between the viral adsorption and the first appearance of the progeny) is about 10-15 minutes (Endy et al., 1997) . The packaging of the genome into a single capsid takes about 5 minutes (Smith et al., 2001) . Lysis of the bacterial cell is completed in less than an hour (Endy et al., 1997). 1952; Echols, 2001 ) that establised nucleic acid to be the carrier of the genetic blueprint was performed using bacteriophage T2. The biology of bacteriophage λ provided a fertile ground for the development of the understanding of gene regulation (Ptashne, 2004) , while the study of virulent T phages (T1 to T7) paved the way for many other advances such as the definition of a gene, the discovery of mRNA, and elucidation of the triplet code by genetic analysis (Echols, 2001) . One of the central theses of the present paper is that phage are similarly poised to serve as compelling model systems for quantitative analyses of biological systems. Indeed, each of the stages of the viral life-cycle (see Figure 1 ) can be subjected to physical analysis.
As shown in fig. 1 a typical phage life-cycle consists of: adsorption, ejection, genome replication, protein synthesis, self-assembly of capsid proteins, genome packaging inside the capsid and lysis of the bacterial cell. A wealth of knowledge about various aspects of these processes has been garnered over the last century with the main focus being on replication and protein-synthesis. However, recent developments in the fields of x-ray crystallography, cryoelecton microscopy, spectroscopy etc., have helped reveal the structural properties of the viral components (Baker et al., 1999; Leiman et al., 2003) involved in ejection, assembly, and packaging, while recent experiments on φ29 (Smith et al., 2001 ) and λ (Evilevitch et al., 2003) have helped quantify the forces involved in the packaging and ejection processes, respectively. In this paper we bring together these experimental insights to formulate quantitative models for the packaging and ejection processes. The model is based on what we know about the structural "parts list" of a phage: the shape, size, and strength of the capsid, the mechanical and electrostatic properties of DNA, and high-resolution images that reveal the structure of assembled phage particles. Our goal is to create a detailed picture of the forces implicated in DNA packaging and ejection and, most importantly, make quantitative predictions that can be tested experimentally.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 we examine dsDNA bacteriophage with the aim of assembling the relevant insights needed to formulate quantitative models of packing and ejection. In Section 3 we develop the model by examining the DNA packaging process in detail, and in Section 4 we show that it can be used to explain the DNA ejection process as well. The final section takes stock of a range of quantitative predictions that can be made on the basis of the model and suggests new experiments.
Physical processes in the bacteriophage life cycle
Since the early measurements of virus sizes many experiments involving viruses have been of a quantitative character. The emergence of quantitive insights into viruses has come from many quarters including electron microscopy, X-ray crystallography, single molecule biophysics and a large repertoire of classical methods in biochemistry and genetics. For many viruses, these techniques have given us a detailed picture of the structure and function of the entire viral parts list. Many viral genomes have been sequenced, and the structure of many of the proteins coded for in the genome (Baker et al., 1999; Reddy et al., 2001) have been solved. Though it is impossible to discuss all of these advances here, we review some of the experimental insights that have informed our model building efforts.
Experimental Background
DNA is highly compressed inside bacteriophage capsids, and the resulting forces have important effects on the phage life cycle, as revealed in several experiments. One early experiment which shed light on the possible role of the forces associated with packaged DNA is that of Earnshaw and Harrison (1977) , who characterized the tight packaging of DNA in viral capsids by the distance d s between strands (around 2.8 nm in full capsids), and by Feiss et al. (1977) , who identified limits on the amount of DNA that can be packaged into a λ capsid. Feiss et al. found an upper limit barely above the wild-type genome length, and suggested that adding more DNA makes the capsid unstable. Rau et al. (1984) made measurements on large volumes of non-viral DNA that showed that d s values in the range of 2.5 nm to 3.0 nm correspond to a pressure of several tens of atmospheres.
Since the experiments of Feiss et al. and Earnshaw and Harrison, there have been a variety of experiments on DNA packing, several of which stand out because of their relevance to quantifying the internal buildup of force during packaging. Shibata et al. (1987) measured the rate of packaging for phage T3, under various temperatures and chemical conditions. Through these experiments, they determined that the packaging process was reversible-one third of the genome was ejected back into solution upon early interruption of packaging. Smith et al. (2001) reinforced the idea that a strong force builds up during packaging with real-time single-phage packaging experiments. They measured the rate of DNA packaging while subjecting the DNA to various resisting forces, quantifying the forces imposed by the packaging motor and the force resisting further packaging as a result of the confined DNA. Taken together, these two experiments give us a picture of DNA packaging in which a strong portal motor consumes ATP and in so doing pushes the DNA into the capsid against an ever-increasing resistive force.
It is believed that the tightly wound DNA stores large energies resulting in high forces, which in some cases could aid DNA ejection into the host cell. Recently, an experiment to test this hypothesis was conducted by Evilevitch et al. (2003) , who coerced λ into ejecting its genome into a solution containing polyethylene glycol (PEG) to create an external osmotic pressure. They found that various osmotic pressures of several tens of atmospheres could halt the ejection process resulting in fractional genome ejection. The fractional ejection reflects a balance of forces between the inside and outside of the capsid. From this experiment it is concluded that forces are still present during ejection at the same high levels as were observed during packaging and in static capsids.
There are a variety of impressive in vitro experiments which demonstrate pressure-driven ejection of the phage genome (Novick and Baldeschwieler, 1988; Bohm et al., 2001) . For the in vivo case, ejection driven by internal force is only one of several mechanisms that have been hypothesized to participate in transferring the genome of bacteriophage into the host cell. Another mechanism is suggested by Molineux (2001) who, on the basis of a wealth of experimental evidence, argues that the DNA of phage T7 is assisted into the cell by DNA binding proteins. It is likely that different bacteriophage use a combination of these two methods for ejecting their DNA into the host cell.
Finally, recent cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and X-ray crystallography studies of bacteriophage have revealed their detailed internal structure and particularly, the ordered state of the packaged DNA. Cerritelli et al. (1997) verified the tight packing measured by Earnshaw and Harrison and showed that the DNA is apparently organized into circular rings within capsids. Other structural experiments have revealed the structure of components involved during ejection in T7 (Kanamaru et al., 2002) , the assembly of bacteriophage φ29 (Tao et al., 1998) , and structure of the packaging motor in φ29 (Simpson et al., 2000) . This structural information complements the single molecule measurements and will guide us in the construction of a quantitative model of the packaging and ejection processes.
Orders of Magnitude in Bacteriophage Biophysics
In the previous section we provided background on some of the experimental advances on bacteriophage which quantify the packaging and ejection processes. It is the aim of the remainder of this paper to discuss the implications of these experiments in a more quantitative way and to make predictions about the phage life cycle that can be tested experimentally. Before describing our models in precise terms, we first perform estimates of the orders of magnitude of relevant physical properties involved in phage biophysics. Bacteriophage range in size from a few tens of nanometers to several hundred nanometers (Baker et al., 1999) . The capsids of most are regular icosahedral structures a few tens of nanometers in size. Table 1 gives an idea of the typical sizes of bacteriophage, as well as some animal viruses for comparison. These small containers house a genome which is several tens of microns long, a feat that demands extremely efficient utilization of space. In fact, a useful dimensionless quantity for characterizing the packaging efficiency is
where Ω genome is the volume of the genetic material and Ω capsid is the volume of the capsid. For double-stranded DNA bacteriophage, this result may be rewritten simply in terms of the number of base pairs in the phage DNA, N bp , using the approximation that DNA is a cylinder of radius 1nm and length 0.34nm per base pair. Using these approximations, ρ pack can be rewritten as
making the calculation of ρ pack straightforward. Note that in this formula, Ω capsid is computed in units of nm 3 . Table 1 Packaged volume fractions of some bacteriophage and eukaryotic viruses. We have used the outer dimensions of the capsid from Baker et al. (1999) in the calculation of ρ pack since these are more readily available than the dimensions of the empty space inside the capsid. The genome lengths are given, for most viruses, in (National Center For Biotechnology Information, 2004) . The DNA in bacteriophage is seen to be significantly more tightly packed than the other viruses, revealing the geometric origin of the large packing forces associated with bacteriophage.
For the purposes of examining the significance of this parameter, Table 1 shows ρ pack for a number of different viruses. A trend that is evident in the table is that viruses that infect bacteria are more tightly packed than the viruses that infect eukaryotic cells. A likely reason for this difference in degree of genome compaction is the difference in infection strategies employed by the two types of viruses. While eukaryotic viruses are brought into a host cell through processes in which both the genetic material and the capsid are taken into the infected cell, bacteriophage typically attach to the outside of the host and eject their DNA into the cytoplasm through a small channel. In order to transport their DNA quickly into the host, which itself is pressurized at ∼ 3atm (Neidhardt, 1996) , bacteriophage may power the ejection with a large internal pressure. However, as mentioned earlier, there is experimental evidence in the case of phage T7 that DNA binding proteins play a role in DNA transport. These experiments raise doubts about the possibility of finding a single mechanism responsible for ejection from all types of phage (Molineux, 2001 ).
The bacteriophage life-cycle is a dynamic process and it is of interest not only to consider the geometric parameters associated with viral DNA, but to attend to the temporal scales that are involved as well. The first step in the cycle is the adsorption of the phage onto the host cell. The frequency of this event depends on the abundance of available phage particles and their hosts. Since about 50 to 300 new phage particles are released by a single infection, the destruction of the host cell in a culture proceeds exponentially quickly once a cell is infected (Young, 1992) . After the phage has attached itself to the host its genome is generally released on time scales ranging from seconds to minutes (Letellier et al., 2004) . Probably concomitantly the transcription and translocation machinery of the host cell is hijacked and the production of phage proteins and factors required for replication of its genome begins. The time between the adsorption of the phage and the appearance of the first progeny capsids is usually on the order of minutes (Flint et al., 2000) . This period is known as the 'eclipse period' and it is the time required to build up the concentration of the phage proteins to a level high enough to initiate self-assembly of the capsid, tail and motor proteins that constitute a mature phage particle. Self-assembly is a highly concentration dependent process, but once it starts it proceeds rapidly to completion in a few seconds.
The second step, the packaging process, is completed in about 5-6 minutes (Smith et al., 2001) . The packaging rate is on the order of 100 bp/s in the initial stages but it slows down as more of the genome is confined inside the capsid. That is, the rate of packaging depends on the force opposing the motor as it packages the genome. This internal force grows as the amount of genome packaged increases, and the magnitude of the force depends on the solvent conditions. In fact, some biologically important multivalent ions, such as spermidine, cause spontaneous DNA condensation resulting in much smaller packaging forces (Evilevitch et al., 2004 ). This will be demonstrated more clearly later in this paper. After the progeny phage have been completely assembled, enzymes lyse the host cell and a new generation of phage are released. The process of adsorption to lysis is completed in less than an hour (Flint et al., 2000) .
The objective of this section was to highlight some of the opportunities for quantitative analysis provided by processes in the viral life-cycle. Despite the wide range of interesting physical process in the viral life-cycle, the remainder of this paper focusses on the physical forces associated with packaged dsDNA and the implications of these forces for the packing and ejection processes.
The DNA Packaging Process
The model we invoke to examine the energetics of packaged DNA is predicated upon two key physical effects: i) the elastic cost to bend DNA so that it will fit in the viral capsid and ii) the interaction energy which results from the proximity of nearby strands of DNA and which derives from charges on both the DNA and in the surrounding solution.
Our paper is very much inspired by previous theoretical work: The work of Riemer and Bloomfield (1978) laid the foundation for subsequent efforts on the energetics of packaged DNA by systematically examining each of the possible contributions to the overall free energy budget. Kindt et al. (2001) and Tzlil et al. (2003) estimated the forces in packaging of the phage λ. Arsuaga et al. (2002) computed conformations of DNA in phage P4 using molecular mechanics models, observing that the conformation of DNA within a capsid depends on its volume, in agreement with our suggestion that the parameter ρ pack characterizes the extent of packing in phage. Odijk (2003) has discussed several issues in bacteriophage packaging including the important problem of deriving an expression for the electrostatic interactions between DNA strands starting from the Poisson-Boltzmann equation with the added complication of high density of packing and possibly non-hexagonal arrangement. Kindt et al. (2001) , Purohit et al. (2003b) and Tzlil et al. (2003) do not derive these expressions a priori; rather they use results obtained by Rau et al. (1984) , Parsegian et al. (1986) , and Rau and Parsegian (1992) from osmotic pressure experiments on DNA to characterize these interactions. We have already underlined the importance of electrostatic interactions in solutions as a critical factor in the bacteriophage life cycle. More recently, Odijk and Slok (2003) analyze the possibility of a non-uniform density of DNA inside the capsid and compute the size of regions within the capsid that are void. Marenduzzo and Micheletti (2003) study the effects of the finite thickness of DNA on the forces experienced during packaging within a viral capsid. The aim of this paper is to take models like those described above and to systematically examine trends from one virus to another as well as for mutants within a given phage type.
Structural Models for the Packaged DNA
In order to construct a quantitative model of DNA packaging and ejection, it is necessary to specify the arrangement of the packaged DNA. One of the earliest successful attempts at determining the structure of DNA packaged in a phage capsid was an X-ray diffraction study by Earnshaw and Harrison (1977) on P22 and some mutants of λ. Their studies revealed both long-range and short-range order of the encapsidated DNA. The evidence of long-range order comes from the observation that the diffraction is modulated by a series of ripples indicating that the phage head is uniformly filled. Short-range order was indicated by a strong peak corresponding to a 25Å spacing. In an earlier study, Richards et al. (1973) used electron microscopy to visualize gently disrupted phage particles and found that the DNA close to the capsid boundary has a circumferential orientation. These investigations together suggested a coaxial spool like arrangement of the DNA inside the capsid. This model was further corroborated by experiments of Booy et al. (1991) on HSV-1 and Cerritelli et al. (1997) who used cryo-electron microscopy to obtain three-dimensional visualizations of the packaged DNA in T7 phage. They consistently found a concentric ring-like geometry in both wild-type and mutant versions of T7 with a spacing of around 25Å in nearly-filled phage heads. However, none of these experiments shed much light on the geometry of packaged DNA in the very early stages of packing.
A well ordered structure of the encapsidated DNA is also suggested by other observations on DNA condensation in the presence of polyvalent cations or other condensing agents such as methanol, ethanol or dilute solutions of spermidine, PEG and other low molecular weight polymers (see Gelbart et al., 2000 , for an extensive overview). The strands in the condensate are known to have local hexagonal coordination, another piece of evidence in favor of the kind of short-range order described above. Simulations by Kindt et al. (2001) and theoretical investigations by Odijk (1998) point in this direction as well. Evidence in support of this hypothesis is also provided by the simulations of Arsuaga et al. (2002) who show that the coaxial spool (or inverse spool) is an energetically favorable configuration, particularly when the density of packing is high as in bacteriophage. In light of these arguments we assume that the DNA is arranged in columns of concentric hoops starting from the inner wall of the capsid. Each of the hoops is surrounded by six similar hoops (hexagonal arrangement) except those at the innermost column and those touching the surface of the capsid. Though we have assumed a limited class of geometries for the packaged DNA, namely spool models, we note that such models are not necessarily the lowest possible free energy structures (Klug and Ortiz, 2003) . Further, we remain unclear as to the precise dynamic pathways that would orchestrate such structures during packing and ejection, though simulations are consistent with the dynamical development of such structures (Arsuaga et al., 2002; Kindt et al., 2001; LaMarque et al., 2004) 
Modeling the Free Energy of Packed DNA
With a specific arrangement of DNA in hand, we can now compute the free energy required to package that DNA. Our efforts to write an expression for the free energy of the DNA packed inside a phage capsid are inspired by the experimental insights described above concerning the configuration of the encapsidated DNA and its behavior in ionic environments. We follow (Riemer and Bloomfield, 1978) , (Odijk, 1998) and (Kindt et al., 2001 ) and break up the energetics of the encapsidated DNA into an elastic term and a DNA-DNA interaction term:
We begin with the first term, by asserting that the bending energy in an elastic fragment of length L is given by
where ξ p is the persistence length of DNA and R(s) is the radius of curvature at the position with arc length parameter s. This simply reflects the energetic cost G bend = ξ p k B T l/2R 2 to bend an elastic rod of length l into a circular arc of radius of curvature R.
The expression for the bending energy is considerably simplified by a structural insight provided by the experiments described earlier of Earnshaw and Harrison (1977) , Booy et al. (1991) , and Cerritelli et al. (1997) which showed that the DNA is arranged in the capsid in a series of circular hoops starting close to the surface of the capsid and winding inwards in concentric helices. Therefore, we specialize this expression to a hoop of radius R of length l = 2πR and deduce that the bending energy in the hoop is G hoop = πξ p k B T /R. We ignore the pitch of the helix and think of the encapsidated DNA as a series of hoops of different radii (Purohit et al., 2003b) . This leads to the following expression for the total bending energy:
where N(R i ) is the number of hoops of radius R i in the capsid. Note that in neglecting the helical pitch we have also assumed that the successive layers of hoops are parallel to each other. A more realistic model would acknowledge that strands in successive layers form a criss-cross pattern. We drop this complication in favor of the simple model used above that captures the essential physics. The persistence length of DNA depends on solvent conditions (Smith et al., 1992) and also on the sequence of base-pairs (Bednar et al., 1995) . However, ξ p = 50nm is an appropriate number for the solvent conditions in the packaging experiment of Smith et al. (2001) and the ejection experiment of Evilevitch et al. (2003) . We note here that the size of many bacteriophage capsids is on the order of a few tens of nanometers which is comparable to the the persistence length of double stranded DNA itself. This hints that the bending energy indeed constitutes a significant portion of the free energy of the encapsidated DNA, though recent experiments (Cloutier and Widom, 2004) reveal that bending DNA for small radius of curvature may not be as costly as suggested by the linear elastic model used here. Note that we have neglected twist and writhe as contributors to the free energy very much in line with the work of Arsuaga et al. (2002) , Kindt et al. (2001) , Tzlil et al. (2003) , and Odijk (2003) . The twisting modulus of DNA is higher than its bending modulus and the twist would be relaxed if the ends of the DNA are free to rotate. However, there is no conclusive experimental data validating this claim and more work is required on this point. There is a possibility that the DNA packaging motor is a rotational device (Simpson et al., 2000) and investigations elaborating its mode of operation are expected to shed more light on this problem. Given this state of our knowledge we neglect the twisting energy of the DNA and simplify the expression for the bending energy by converting the discrete sum in eqn. (5) to an integral according to the prescription
dR. In particular, we replace the sum of eqn. (5) with
where R out is the radius of the inner surface of the capsid and the length L of packaged DNA is given by
The factor of
d s appears because it is observed (Cerritelli et al., 1997 ) that the DNA strands are arranged in a lattice with local hexagonal coordination and spacing d s . In other words, each strand has six nearest neighbors except those near the surface of the capsid and the innermost cylindrical space where there are three nearest neighbors on average. We expect that the interaction of the DNA with the proteins of the capsid would give rise to surface energy terms (Tzlil et al., 2003) in the expression for the total free energy, but we neglect these terms in our analysis.
Though not written explicitly in eqn. 3, entropy is another possible contributor to the overall free energy budget of the packaged DNA. We follow Riemer and Bloomfield (1978) in showing that this is small in comparison to the other contributions to the free energy arising from the elasticity of the DNA and its interactions with itself. To see this we consider the extreme case of free DNA that can explore a large set of configurations in solution. This allows us to obtain an upper bound for the entropic contribution to the free energy, since we remove the constraint imposed by the tight packaging within the capsid. A fragment of DNA of length L in a solvent can be modeled as a random walk on a three dimensional lattice with lattice spacing 2ξ p ,where ξ p is the persistence length Doi (1996) . The total number of links, N, in the chain equals L/2ξ p and the total number of configurations of the chain on the lattice is z N , where z is the co-ordination number of the chain (6 in this case). Consequently, the free-energy contribution due to the entropy is given by
A similar expression for the entropic contribution can also obtained using Flory-Huggins type arguments following Riemer and Bloomfield (1978) . Since ξ p = 50nm, for bacteriophage φ29 with L = 6600nm, G ent ≈ 130k B T . This is two orders of magnitude smaller than the total energy of 2 × 10 4 k B T obtained experimentally by Smith et al. (2001) for bacteriophage φ29. We therefore neglect the entropy of the DNA in the rest of our calculations in this work.
We next turn to the DNA-DNA interaction energy G int . DNA has a backbone that is highly negatively charged. As a result there are large energetic costs associated with bringing DNA fragments close together in solution. These interactions can in turn be screened by counterions which fill the space between DNA strands. From a theoretical perspective, it is natural to treat these interactions by applying the Poisson-Boltzmann approximation, in which charge is smoothly distributed according to a Boltzmann distribution consistent with the potential it produces (Nelson, 2003) . In this approximation, the free energy is calculated from a sum of entropy (assuming the ions are locally an ideal gas) and electrostatic energy. Water is modeled as a continuous dielectric. In the limit of extremely close packing, ideal-gas pressure dominates over the relatively constant electrostatic energy, and the correct pressure is predicted. However, the experiments of Rau et al. (1984) and Parsegian et al. (1986) show that this approximation does not give the correct dependence of the pressure on interstrand spacing as shown in Figure 2 . The mismatch between theory and experiment is likely due to effects ignored by the PoissonBoltzmann treatment, such as the discreteness of ions and of water molecules. However, detailed Monte-Carlo simulations in which the ions are treated as discrete objects but water remains continuous (Lyubartsev and Nordenskiold, 1995) work remarkably well. Though our treatment of the interaction energy, G int , will be based upon the experimental data of Rau et al. (1984) , calculations like those of Lyubartsev and Nordenskiold (1995) could be used to Rau et al. (1984) for 25 mM and 5 mM Mg 2+ concentrations. Our theoretical calculations follow from a discrete one-dimensional Poisson-Boltzmann solver, assuming cylindrical symmetry. The free energy was calculated as a sum of the Shannon entropy of the ions and the electrostatic energy of ions and DNA, with the zero point for the potential set so that internal and external ionic concentrations were related by a Boltzmann factor. The theoretical predictions differ from the experimental points by a factor of ten, though the slopes are approximately correct and it is difficult to distinguish between the data for the two different concentrations. Also shown is a least-squares fit to the empirical datapoints, resulting in the parameters c = 0.30 nm and F 0 = 1.2 × 10 4 pN/nm 2 .
construct a "first-principles" model of the interactions, at least for monovalent and divalent counterions. We rely on empirical data for this study but suggest the use of simulated data if experimental data is not available.
The experiments of Rau et al. (1984) and Rau and Parsegian (1992) provide an empirical formula that relates osmotic pressure p to strand spacing d s in the range of two to four nanometers as
The value of the pressure is dependent on both the ion concentration and its charge. When working with this formula, it is important to remember that a large change in F 0 can be mostly compensated by a small change in c, since most data points are in a small region far from the p-axis. Hence, even though c is relatively constant, we state the value used for both c and F 0 together to avoid confusion. Figure 2 shows the experimental data for a solution containing 5 and 25 mM MgCl 2 at 298 K, in which measurements reveal c = 0.30 nm and F 0 = 1.2 × 10 4 pN/nm 2 . These values should be appropriate for use whenever Mg 2+ ions are the dominant species and have a concentration of 5-25 mM, conditions satisfied in solutions commonly used in phage experiments, including, for example, SM buffer and the TM buffer used in Evilevitch et al. (2003) . Unfortunately, the buffer used in Smith et al. (2001) , includes enough sodium to suggest that the effect of Na + must be considered in addition to Mg 2+ . The solutions in vivo are far more complex and F 0 is difficult to determine. Even solutions in vitro contain different concentrations of ions and determining F 0 for each one of them through experiments would be impractical.
The data on the measured pressure in terms of d s can be used to deduce the functional form of energy stored in the electrostatic interactions. We do not go through the details here but refer the reader to Purohit et al. (2003b) for the full calculation. The calculation rests on the assumption of a pair potential interaction among N parallel strands of length l each packed in a hexagonal array with a spacing d s . The total interaction energy of this arrangement is
where L = Nl is the total length of the strands. This is the expression for the interaction energy when the ions in the ambient solution are monovalent or divalent cations. In this regime the interaction between the strands is entirely repulsive and these interactions decay as the strands are moved farther apart. For trivalent and tetravalent ions the physics is quite different. DNA in such a solution can condense into hexagonally packed tori (Raspaud et al., 1998) . In this regime there is a preferred spacing d 0 between the strands, and the measurements are well fit by,
where c = 0.14nm and d 0 = 2.8nm. For d s < d 0 the interaction is strongly repulsive and for d s > d 0 it is attractive. This expression is a good representation of the free energy of interactions between the DNA molecules for spacings d s less than or equal to the preferred value d 0 (Rau and Parsegian, 1992) . In viral packaging we encounter interaxial spacings in exactly this range and hence we will use this free energy to study the effects of repulsive-attractive interactions on encapsidated DNA.
Given that we have now examined the separate contributions arising from DNA bending, entropy and interaction terms, we now write the free energy of the encapsidated DNA in the repulsive regime,
An analogous formula holds for the repulsive-attractive regime. Note that this expression reports the free energy of the inverse spool configurations when a length L has been packaged by relating, R to L via (7). We will now show that the spacing between the strands varies in a systematic way during the packing process reflecting the competition between bending and interaction terms.
DNA Spacing in Packed Capsids
Our model makes a concrete prediction for the free energy G tot of packaged DNA in any phage and for a wide range of solution conditions. In order to find G tot for a particular phage, we minimize eqn.(12) by varying d s , under the constraint that L given by (7) is equal to the length of DNA already packaged. The expressions for N(R ′ ) will differ for different capsid geometries. Most capsids are icosahedral and we idealize them as spheres. Some capsids, e.g., φ29, have a "waist". We idealize them as cylinders with hemispherical caps. Eventually, we will find that the geometry does not affect the overall free energy of packing as long as the internal volume of the idealization is the same for each geometry, once again reflecting the importance of the parameter ρ pack , introduced earlier. Before we specialize to particular geometries (see fig. 3 )we observe that N(
where z(R ′ ) is the height of a column of hoops of DNA situated at radius R ′ . Using this fact and differentiating (7) with respect to d s , while holding L constant, gives us
. Minimizing G tot with respect to the interstrand spacing d s gives,
This equation represents a balance between the bending energy terms and the interaction terms. Note that if the size of the capsid is fixed then longer lengths of packed DNA imply smaller radii of curvature for the hoops since the strands want to be as far away as possible from each other for the case in which the interaction between the adjacent strands is repulsive. On the other hand, smaller radii of curvature eventually lead to large bending energy costs resulting in a trade-off that is captured mathematically in eqn. (13).
We now specialize this result to particular geometries (i.e. particular choices of z(R ′ )). For a sphere, z(R ′ ) = 2 R 2 out − R ′2 , and the equation which determines the optimal d s reads
For a cylinder with hemispherical caps, z(R ′ ) = h + 2 R 2 out − R ′2 , where h is the height of the waist portion, and d s is the solution of the following equation: Figure 4 shows d s as a function of the fraction of the genome packed for five different phage. We assume that all of them are packaged under the same (repulsive) conditions, with F 0 = 2.3 × 10 5 pN/nm 2 and c = 0.27nm as in Purohit et al. (2003b) corresponding to the best visual fit to the data in the experiments of Smith et al. (2001) which was performed in a solution containing 5mM MgCl 2 and 50mM NaCl. Table 2 gives the details of the geometry of the phage used in the calculation. Table 2 Idealized geometries of bacteriophage. The radius and height are determined by using the volume available to the DNA. They have been calculated from experimental data about the geometry of capsids from several sources (in parentheses above). ρ pack for some phage in this table is higher than corresponding values in table 1 since this table uses internal volumes whereas table 1 uses the outer dimensions that are more readily available. † The T7 phage is unusual in that a part of its cylindrical tail (radius 9.5nm, height 28.5nm) protrudes into the empty space within the spherical capsid. The space occupied by this tail is not available to the DNA and we exclude it to get an effective radius.
As noted earlier, a sufficient concentration of polyvalent cations suffices to induce effective attraction between adjacent DNA strands. Under such repulsive- Fig. 5 . The spacing d s under repulsive-attractive conditions. We use F 0 = 0.5 pN/nm 2 , d 0 = 2.8nm and c = 0.14nm. This corresponds to a solution containing 5mM Co(NH 3 ) 6 Cl 3 , 0.1M NaCl, 10mM TrisCl (Kindt et al., 2001; Rau and Parsegian, 1992) . The spacing remains at the preferred value of 2.8nm for most of the packaging process, except in the end when volumetric constraints lead to smaller spacings as a consequence of high energy costs for maintaining this d s .
attractive conditions the left hand side of eqn.(13) changes and we get
Here too, the idea is to solve for the optimal d s at each packaged length L. The results with the repulsive-attractive potential for different phage are shown in Figure 5 . We note the similarity in the observed trends with the results of Kindt et al. (2001) who also study the packaging process with a repulsive-attractive potential. In the presence of surface energy the encapsidated DNA assumes a toroidal configuration in the early stages of packing (Kindt et al., 2001 ) much as it would have in solution in the absence of a capsid (Raspaud et al., 1998) . At the later stages of packing the inverse spool is the more energetically favorable geometry and the calculations of Kindt et al. show a smooth transition between these configurations. However, we assume that the inverse spool is the optimal geometry throughout the packaging process since we do not have surface energy terms. Note also that the trends in figure 5 are quite different from those with the fully-repulsive conditions, figure 4 . Most importantly, in the early stages of packing under repulsiveattractive conditions the DNA strands tend to be at the preferred spacing of 2.8nm (Kindt et al., 2001; Tzlil et al., 2003) . Volumetric constraints at the later stages of packing result in tighter packing and d s decreases to values lower than the preferred 2.8nm. Under fully-repulsive interactions the interstrand spacing decreases monotonically as more DNA is packaged.
For many bacteriophage, even were they to be packaged under conditions in which there is an effective attraction between adjacent DNA segments the genome would not be fit into the capsid if the interaxial spacing is at the preferred value of 2.8nm. This would result in repulsive interactions between adjacent DNA segments in the terminal part of the packaging process. Interestingly, in these circumstances, d s can be estimated using strictly geometric arguments. In particular, we equate the total volume available in the capsid with the volume of the packaged DNA. In particular, this implies
where L is the length of the packaged DNA. This in turn implies
or more generally
In deriving this expression we have assumed that the volume of the cylindrical void (unoccupied by the DNA) (Arsuaga et al., 2002; Kindt et al., 2001; Odijk, 1998) in the middle of the capsid is negligible in comparison to the volume of the capsid. The predicted scaling of d s with DNA length L above can be compared to several different experiments as shown in Figure 6 . In particular, the spacing has been measured both in λ mutants (Earnshaw and Harrison, 1977) and in the T7 bacteriophage (Cerritelli et al., 1997) . As seen in the figure, the scaling suggested by the model appears to provide a satisfactory description of the measured trends. More generally, note that the spacing of the packaged DNA is one of the key points of contact between our theory and experiment. In particular, both fig. 4 and fig. 5 are predictive in that they suggest how the spacing d s varies from one phage to another for different solution conditions.
Forces During DNA Packing
The phage genome is subject to various resistive forces during the packaging process. As discussed earlier, these forces depend on the size and geometry of the capsid, solvent conditions and the size of the genome. In this section we calculate those forces using the expressions for the elastic and the interaction energy derived in the previous section. scaling law. The circles correspond to interstrand spacing in T7 obtained by Cerritelli et al. (1997) . The stars represent data from Earnshaw and Harrison (1977) for mutants of λ-phage. We fit straight lines to both these data sets to show that the spacing scales with the inverse square root of the packaged length in capsids that are nearly full.
Forces from DNA confinement
Using the model described above, it is possible to evaluate the forces resisting packaging for different phage. To obtain the force we differentiate the total free energy, G tot , with respect to the packaged length L. Since the dependence of the spacing d s on L is already known we substitute it into the expression for G tot rendering it a function of L alone. We then carry out the differentiation and obtain the following expression for the force:
where we assume that the radius R and the spacing d s are known functions of L. In Figure 7 , we show the result of a series of such calculations for different phage, all done assuming ionic conditions such as those used in the experiments of Smith et al. (2001) . The value of F 0 and c corresponding to these conditions were determined by a fit to the data of Smith et al. (2001) for bacteriophage Φ29. In principle more accurate values of these parameters can be obtained by a least-squares fit. The key point of Figure 7 is to illustrate the trends across different phage with particular reference to the way in which the maximum packaging force scales with ρ pack . This is shown more clearly in Figure 8 . We observe that the maximum resistive force scales roughly linearly with the packing density ρ pack across different phage of varied shapes. We have also plotted the maximum resistive force for φ29 in Figure 9 for different salt concentrations of the ambient solution. The repulsive interactions between the DNA strands grow progressively larger as the concentration of the Na + ions in solution decreases. This results in larger packaging forces as can be seen in Fig. 7 . Comparison of forces during DNA packing process for different phage under fully repulsive conditions. T7 requires the largest force to package since it is most densely packed. T4 is at the other end of the spectrum requiring the smallest force. The data above corresponds to F 0 = 2.3 × 10 5 pN/nm 2 and c = 0.27nm obtained by a visual fit to the data of Smith et al. (2001) , who conducted the packaging experiment for phage φ29 in a solution containing 5mM MgCl 2 and 50mM NaCl. We have also obtained the force required for packaging under repulsive-attractive interactions. The results can be seen in Figure 10 . Maximum resistive force in φ29 for different salt concentrations. The maximum force increases as the salt concentration decreases since the DNA interstrand repulsion becomes larger as the solution becomes more dilute. The values of F 0 and c for the salt solutions used in this figure were obtained from fits to the data of Rau et al. (1984) . Fig. 10 . Comparison of forces during DNA packing process for different phage under repulsive-attractive conditions with F 0 = 0.5 pN/nm 2 , d 0 = 2.8nm and c = 0.14nm. This corresponds to a solution containing 5mM Co(NH 3 ) 6 Cl 3 , 0.1M NaCl, 10mM TrisCl (Kindt et al., 2001; Rau and Parsegian, 1992) . The trends seen here are no different from those in the fully repulsive conditions -T7 requires large forces and T4 requires small forces for packaging. The maximum force, however, is significantly smaller than that seen for fully-repulsive conditions. and suggest a wide range of new experiments using both different solution conditions and different phage.
The history of force as a function of packaged length obtained above rested on the assumption that the integral approximation adopted in eqn. (6) is an accurate representation of the bending free energy. In principle the optimal spacing d s (L) and the resistive force F (L) can be obtained by minimizing the free energy without resorting to the integral approximation. This has been carried out in Purohit et al. (2003a) and the results are shown in Figure 11 . There are several distinctive features to be noted in this figure. Foremost among them is that the curves for the history of resistive force and interaxial spacing as a function of the length of DNA packed are not monotonic, unlike the curves obtained from the integral (continuum) models. The discrete steps represent the addition of a new stack of hoops, during the packaging reaction. More importantly, discreteness of packing implies that at specific lengths packaged there will be sharp changes of the spacing d s due to an increase in the number of hoops per layer. These events might be a mechanical signal of the packaging configuration. In particular, the observation of such steps in an experiment would be evidence in favor of our quasi-static picture of the dynamics of packaging.
Forces due to viscous dissipation
Thus far we have calculated the free energy stored in the compressed DNA within a bacteriophage capsid, which represents the total amount of work that the motor must do to package the entire genome. We have not yet considered irreversible work that may result from the high rate of packaging. An obvious source of irreversible work is viscous dissipation in the fluid. Here we demonstrate that, in fact, such forces are negligible, as speculated by Smith et al. (2001) .
We identify four sources of viscous dissipation during packaging: drag on (i) the capsid and (ii) the unpackaged genome as each is pulled through the fluid, (iii) Table 3 Physical numbers for DNA packing in φ29, taken from Tao et al. (1998) .
viscous dissipation within the sheath (as might be important during ejection), and (iv) dissipation as fluid is extruded through capsid pores. We calculate an upper bound on each to provide an upper bound on fluid dissipation in general, and conclude that such forces are negligible. Note, however, that we assume water to behave as a continuum material throughout this analysis. Non-continuum effects, which could affect our conclusions, are not treated here. In what follows, we use values from Table 3 .
First, as DNA is pushed into the capsid, equal and opposite forces pull both the unpackaged genome and the capsid through the surrounding fluid. Although the (smaller) capsid certainly moves more quickly than the genome, as an upper bound, we assume each to move at the full translocation velocity V . Furthermore, an upper bound can be obtained using the Stokes drag F = 6πµR b V on a solid sphere of radius R b bounding each. Using R b ∼ R for the capsid and R b = R G for the genome, we obtain
giving power dissipation
Second, to estimate the dissipation within the sheath, we consider the fluid drag on a DNA molecule (modelled as a cylinder) of radius d moving at velocity V through a cylindrical sheath of inner radius D and length X, into or out of a viral capsid. The fluid between the DNA and the sheath is assumed to obey the Stokes equations subject to the no-slip boundary conditions. Packaging or ejecting DNA requires an equal volume of fluid to be expelled from or injected into the capsid, which can occur either through pores in the capsid, or back through the sheath. Below we treat the fluid dissipation in both cases.
This is a textbook problem in fluid mechanics Landau and Lifshitz (1987) , giving a fluid velocity profile (with radial coordinate r)
The pressure ∆P depends on the nature of the capsid. If the capsid is impermeable to water, the volume of DNA πd 2 V entering the capsid must exactly equal the fluid volume 2π D d urdr leaving the capsid, which gives
of order 10 2 Pa. The total power dissipated comes from shear stress on the DNA, U shear = 2πdXV ∂ r u| r=d and from p − V work, driving a volume flux of DNA against a pressure ∆P , U pressure = πd 2 V ∆P . These two give a total dissipation
which represents an upper bound for dissipation within the sheath.
If, as we assume below, it is easier for the fluid to flow through capsid pores than through the sheath, the 'backflow' in (22), proportional to ∆P , disappears. In that case, only shear stresses occur and give a total dissipation
Finally, we estimate the power dissipated for fluid extruded through capsid pores, rather than the sheath. These pores occur at N symmetry points on the capsid shell. A crude estimate for the dissipation through each is obtained by assuming Poiseuille flow through each pore. Entrance and exit effects contribute, at most, a term of comparable magnitude. The flow rate through N pores due to a pressure ∆P inside the capsid is
Requiring the DNA volume entering the capsid πd 2 V to equal the fluid flux Q p out of the capsid determines ∆P to be
giving rise to a viscous dissipation
Since the dissipation through the pores is so much lower than that through the sheath, one expects most fluid extrusion to occur primarily through the pores.
All of these effects are negligible in comparison with the power supplied by the motor, which consumes roughly ∼ 10k B T per 2 base pairs, giving W motor ∼ 400k B T /s.
Lastly, we note that if viscous dissipation is the primary damping mechanism during ejection through the sheath, the DNA ejection velocity can be obtained using the above results. If fluid must flow through the sheath to replace the volume lost by ejecting DNA, the ejection rate V e ∼ 6µm/s per atmosphere of applied pressure; whereas if fluid can flow freely through capsid pores, higher ejection rates V e ∼ 300µm/s, per atmosphere of applied pressure. Under the first assumption, 10-100kbp genomes (3-30 µm) would be ejected in less than a second, and fifty times faster under the second.
Capsid Mechanics
In all the calculations above we have assumed the capsid to be rigid. The capsid is actually a deformable object and it undergoes significant changes in shape and size during the DNA packaging process. These inelastic changes to the capsid geometry occuring at the early stages of packing are referred to in literature under the general heading of capsid maturation or prohead expansion (Black, 1988; Lata et al., 2000) . The exact mechanism behind these changes are not completely understood and are probably not due to the forces exerted by the DNA (Black, 1988) . In this section we will be concerned with the later stages of packing after maturation in an effort to understand the interplay between the forces exerted by the packaged DNA and the elastic deformation of the mature capsid. In what follows we treat the capsid as an elastic shell to obtain estimates about the maximum internal pressure it can sustain. We also examine the effect of capsid elasticity on the packaging forces.
The mature capsid of bacteriophages such as λ, T 7 and HK97 is made up of copies of a few proteins arranged on an icosahedral shell. For the purposes of this analysis we model the capsid as an elastic sphere and assume that the protein sub-units making up the capsids undergo only small deformations so that the elastic energy stored in a capsid expanded to a radius R out is given by
where R 0 is the equilibrium radius of an empty capsid and κ is a constant measuring the capsid stiffness. An example of such an energy emerges from the simulations of Tama and Brooks (2002) who perturb the positions of atoms in the capsid of a plant virus (CCMV) and measure its energy as a function of radius. They fit a quadratic polynomial in R out to the energy obtained from their simulations and find
The capsid can be described as a thin shell of radius R out . In the presence of an internal pressure p, the free energy is minimized when
which implies
Using eqn.(30) and parameters from a typical phage capsid, p = 40atm and R out = 30nm, we find
This change is negligible in comparison to R out implying that a phage capsid can be treated as a rigid shell.
The analysis given above estimates the deformation of the capsid in response to the forces exerted by the packaged DNA. It is also of interest to determine the maximum pressure that a capsid can sustain particularly in view of the osmotic shock experiments on these systems (Cordova et al., 2003) . We approach this problem by modeling the capsid as an assemblage of proteins interacting through weak forces such as van der Waal's forces and hydrogen bonds. We note that capsids have thin walls compared to their diameter. For example, the capsid of φ29 is about 1.5nm thick while its linear dimensions are of the order of 40-50nm (see Tao et al., 1998 , for data on φ29). We use these ideas in conjunction with a coarse-grained model for the cohesive energies between protein subunits (Reddy et al., 2001 ) and estimate the maximum pressure sustainable for a capsid to be in excess of 100atm. The details of the calculations can be found in Purohit et al. (2003b) .
The DNA Ejection Process
We saw in the previous sections that packaged bacteriophage capsids are pressurized with pressures as high as 60atm. This has led to the speculation that the high pressure in the bacteriophage provides the driving force for DNA ejection into the host cell (Smith et al., 2001; Kindt et al., 2001; Tzlil et al., 2003) . In this section, we examine the feasibility of this hypothesis. Specifically, we show that internal forces explain the results in Evilevitch et al. (2003) on inhibition of DNA ejection from phage λ and allows us to make predictions for bacteriophages with varying genome lengths.
Any experiment in which we can control the amount of DNA ejected from a bacteriophage by the application of external pressure can help us understand whether internal forces drive ejection. In a recent experiment by Evilevitch et al. (2003) , λ bacteriophage were coerced into ejecting their DNA in vitro with the help of a protein called LamB or maltoporin. This protein, found on the outer membrane of E. coli is the natural receptor for λ. When the phage binds to this protein it ejects its cargo of DNA. The DNA was ejected into solutions of polyethylene glycol 8000 (PEG) of various concentrations, which applied known osmotic pressures to the capsid. Evilevitch et al. found that osmotic pressures of 20 atm were sufficient to prevent any DNA from leaving the capsid, whereas DNA was partially ejected at lower external pressures.
We can use our model for the forces associated with the packaged DNA to analyze the experiments of Evilevitch et al. (2003) . To that end we consider the system of bacteriophage, ejected DNA and the PEG solution at equilibrium. The energetics of the DNA inside the phage capsid remains the same as discussed earlier in this paper. The extra feature we add is the free energy of the ejected DNA-PEG system. Since the persistence length of the DNA (50nm) is much larger than the persistence length of the PEG molecule (≈ 1 nm) we model the insertion of the DNA inside the PEG solution as being equivalent to the insertion of a rigid cylindrical rod of radius R inside a solution which exerts osmotic pressure Π 0 on the rod. This problem has been studied by Castelnovo et al. (2003) , who estimate the work of insertion of rigid rod (DNA) into a polymer (PEG 8000) solution as a combination of pressure-volume work, energy associated with creating new surfaces and the entropic effects associated with polymer in solution. Here, however, we resort to a simple approximation where we retain only the term associated with the pressure-volume work. Hence the work expended to insert length L 0 − L of DNA of radius R into the PEG solution is given by
The total free energy of the system is the sum of the free energy of the DNA inside the phage capsid and the work of insertion and is given by
We already know that the free energy of the DNA inside the capsid depends on the parameters F 0 and c which in turn depend on the ionic strength of the buffer used in the ejection reaction. The experiment by Evilevitch et al. (2003) involved a buffer of 10 mM MgSO 4 . Thus we can use the empirical values c = 0.30 nm and F 0 = 1.2 × 10 4 pN/nm 2 for Mg 2+ solutions as determined earlier. We will use these values for all the fits to the experimental data and for further predictions.
In order to find find L 0 − L, the ejected length, we need to minimize the free energy G tot with respect to L. Differentiating eqn.(35) we get, at equilibrium,
The first term in the above expression is merely the resisting force F (d(L), L) derived earlier. Consequently equation (36) becomes
This equation is solved for L for several values of Π 0 and the results for the percentage of DNA ejected as a function of osmotic pressure are given in Figure 12 , for different total DNA lengths L 0 . Experiments are currently underway to examine the extent to which the predictions described here are borne out experimentally. Figure 13 shows how the model applies to the ejection behavior of other phage under the same solvent conditions as in Evilevitch et al. (2003) . The inset shows the best visual fit to the experimental data of Evilevitch et al. (2003) for λ with genome size 41.5 kbp using parameters F 0 and c, and also a parameter free curve obtained from the data of Rau et al. (1984) . We see a good match between the experimental findings and the theoretical results. Also shown are the predictions for ejection behaviour of λ-phage for genome sizes of 37.4 Kbp, 45 Kbp, 48.5 Kbp and 51 Kbp under similar experimental conditions. 
Conclusions
This paper addresses physical processes in the viral life cycle through a quantitative framework based on insights from structural biology, single molecule biophysics, electron microscopy and solution biochemistry. The models were motivated by specific experiments on φ29 (Smith et al., 2001 ) and λ (Evilevitch et al., 2003) but their applicability extends to all dsDNA bacteriophages. In fact, we use our models to predict important features of the packaging and ejection processes in phages other than φ29 and λ.
The key predictions arising from the modeling efforts described here are:
• Dependence of Forces and Spacing on Ionic Strength. As shown in figs. 4,5,7 and 10, there is a strong dependence of both the spacing of the packaged DNA as well as the forces that build up due to packing on the ionic conditions during the packaging reaction. We suggest systematic experiments to explore these effects.
• Dependence of Forces and Spacing on Phage Identity. As shown in figs. 7 and 8, we find a systematic and strong dependence of the packing forces on the particular phage species of interest. In particular, had the experiment of Smith et al. been carried out in phage T7, we predict a maximum packing force in excess of 100pN, rather than the 57pN found in φ29. A simple parameter for developing intuition concerning the forces associated with different phage is ρ pack , the ratio of the volume of the genome to the volume of the capsid.
• Force Steps During Packaging. One of the weakest points of the analysis described in this paper is the uncertainties that attend the particular structural arrangements of the DNA on the way to the fully packaged state. In particular, we have assumed a sequence of structural states which are all of the inverse spool form and one consequence of this structural picture which might be testable is the presence of steps in both the DNA spacing and forces as shown in fig. 9 . • Dependence of ejection inhibition on genome length, virus type and solution conditions. The beautiful experiments of Evilevitch et al. (2003) provide a direct window on the forces associated with the packaged DNA. Fig. 12 and 13 represent a wide range of parameter-free prediction for the fractional ejection inhibition that should be seen in such experiments.
Finally, a cautionary note. Experiments have shown that some bacteriophage, such as T7 (Molineux, 2001 ) may rely on a different mechanism for delivering their genome into the host cell. This is a possibility worthy of further exploration, but we emphasize that viruses may use many different methods or combinations thereof to propagate themselves.
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